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Layered lithium-rich cathode materials xLi2MnO3.(1-x)LiMO2 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) also named High energy (HE-NMC)
cathodes have attracted considerable attention as a promising material for LIBs thanks to their high operating voltage
(4.8 V) and remarkable specific capacity up to 280 mAh g−1. In such materials, the lithium extraction from HE-NMC in
the activation step and during subsequent cycles, involves reversible redox reactions that consume a portion of the lithium
from the electrolyte and generate at the same time oxygenated actives species and molecular oxygen which is soluble in
the alkyl carbonates. In order to understand the relationship between the amount of lithium contained in the electrolyte
[LiPF6], oxygen extracted and cyclability, we explore in this work, the effect of LiPF6 concentration from (1.00 to 2.00)
mol L−1 on the capacity retention at different C-rates of full (graphite//HE-NMC) cells. In order to further understand the
reaction mechanism during charging involving simultaneous removal of lithium and oxygen, which is matter of considerable scientific debate, the pressure change due to the generated gases in the cell during cycling was monitored in-situ
allowing us to calculate the relative contribution from two electrochemical reactions. The pressure variation provides evidence that the reaction above 4.4 V contributes about 56% to the total charge capacity while transition metal oxidation
accounts for the remaining 44% during the first charge. These results confirm the observations made by galvanostatic
measurements showing that the electrolyte containing more than 1.25 mol L−1 of LiPF6 exhibits stable cycling and much
higher capacity retention as compared to cells with 1.00 mol L−1 LiPF6. Finally, the modification of the voltage profile
of charge/discharge during galvanostatic cycling in the temperature range (0 to 40) °C demonstrates that the reaction kinetics of low voltage discharge peak (∼2.6 V) attributed to the manganese and oxygen species redox system has much
higher sensitivity to the temperature while others metal transition redox systems are relatively less affected.
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Lithium ion batteries are currently the most popularly used energy
storage device for electric vehicles and all portable electronics. The
principal reason for their ubiquitous use for the mentioned applications is the relatively high energy density they possess. A high energy
density can enable a long driving range for electric vehicles and increase in the duration of usage for portable devices on a single charge
[1–4]. However, the currently employed lithium ion technologies are
approaching the practical limit of the achievable energy density and
further improvement is only possible through the use of higher capacity materials [5,6].
To address this problem lithium rich cathode materials or high energy − NMC (HE-NMC) materials are being investigated widely as
they can deliver capacities in excess of 240 mAh/g [7–9]. However,
many performance issues need to be addressed to enable widespread
commercial use [10–14]. The main problems with current HE-NMC
materials are the low initial coulombic efficiency, voltage fade and capacity fade with cycling [15–18]. Several approaches involving cation
and anion substitution have been proposed in the recent literature with
varying levels of performance improvement [6,11–13,19]. Other ap
⁎
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proaches involve application of specific coatings or surface layers to
enhance the cycle life and stability of these materials [18,20–22]. In
this study we have investigated the beneficial effect of increased LiPF6
salt concentration on the capacity retention of HE-NMC materials.
One of the proposed explanations for the observed high capacity
of these materials is the reversible simultaneous removal of lithium
and oxygen from the structure during charging. By conducting in-situ
mass spectroscopy measurements on electrodes of composition
Li[Ni0.2Li 0.2Mn0.6]O2 Bruce et al. detected the presence of oxygen gas
above 4.5 V during charging [23]. In this study we have provided supporting evidence from in-situ pressure measurements which allow exact quantity of the evolved gas to be measured and have evaluated at
the same time, the impact of the amount of lithium in the electrolyte
on the performance. This correlation allows the determination of the
relative contribution of both lithium extraction and oxygenated species
evolution to the overall capacity. In view of the two different possible
electrochemical reactions occurring within these materials it has been
found useful to represent the composition as xLi2MnO3.(1-x)LiMO2
(M = Mn, Co, Ni, Fe, Cr, etc) [24].
The corresponding electrochemical reactions occurring during discharge can be summarized as follows:
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(1) (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99%) were added to ternary mixture of solvents
to produce electrolytes with higher lithium concentration namely
1.25 M, 1.5 M, 1.75 M and 2 M. Throughout the text these corresponding
cells will be referred to by the respective salt concentration
xLi2MnO3.(1-x)MO2 → xMnO2 + (1-x)MO2 + (1 + x)Li+ + (1 + x)e− + 0.5xO
2(g) (2)
in the electrolyte (eg. 1 M, 1.5 M and so on). For obvious reasons relating to the transport number of lithium and low conductivity at conIt is believed that two reactions occur at different voltages and can
centrations less than 1 M, we did not assess the behaviours of the cells
be observed as two distinct regions in the charging profile during the
with electrolytes containing less than 1 M LiPF6. For electrochemical
first charge. The sloping region below ∼4.2 V corresponds to reactesting standard 2032 type coin cells were used. While assembling the
tion (1) while the plateau region at 4.4 V corresponds to reaction (2).
cells two separators of Whatmann (Sigma Aldrich, GF/C) were placed
The layered phase Li2MnO3 has a rhombohedral structure belonging
between the electrodes. A stainless steel spacer (current collector) and
to the R3-m phase group and contains the Mn in the +4 oxidation state
spring was also placed on the electrode assembly prior to sealing of
[19,25–27]. In the layered phase LiMO2 with the monoclinic C2/m
the cells. Approximately 150 μL of electrolyte was contained in each
structure the de-intercalation of lithium during the charging is accomof the 2032 type coin cells.
panied by the oxidation of the transition metal ion [27–29]. It is a topic
of scientific debate whether the two phases form a uniform solid solu2.2. In-situ pressure measurement
tion or exist as a composite phase [19,25,26,30].
Thus, a major problem in utilizing high-voltage lithium-rich layFor the in-situ pressure measurements an ECC-Press-Air-DL cell
ered oxides, is the necessary initial activation step at high voltages
from EL-CELL was used which hereafter is referred to as pressure
beyond 4.5 V, and consequently the effect on the performance due
cell. A picture and description of the pressure cell along with a
to the instability of the electrolytes at these voltages. Two questions
schematic is shown in Fig. S1. Electrode and electrolyte preparation
arising at this point are: Firstly, whether the solvent is undergoing an
were same as for the coin cells. The quantity of electrolyte used was
electrochemical oxidation at these high potentials? Or is it a chemical
600 μL (precisely measured) since the size of the pressure cell is larger
.−
attack by the highly reactive oxygen species from the material (O2
than the coin cell. The cell has an inlet for a probe which is connected
and O22−). Transition metals could also catalyze the oxidation reacto a pressure and temperature sensor which allows measurement of
tion and accelerate the decomposition of the electrolyte at these poboth parameters during cycling. The resolution of the temperature sententials. Secondly, if we assume that a part of the capacity is due to
sor is 0.01 °C while the daily variation of temperature in the lab is
the reversibility of the redox system which relies on the oxygenated
approximately 4 °C as recorded during the measurements. The range
species of the cathode material, then a part of the lithium ions inserted
of pressure measurement for the sensor is 0 to 2.5 bar with a resoluin graphite, do not come from the cathode, but from the consumption
tion of 0.05% of the total range. Thus the resolution of the pressure
of free Lithium ions available in the electrolyte. For the first quesis 0.00125 × 105 Pa which is sufficiently low compared to the prestion described above, it is imperative to consider protection of cathsure variation to be measured during the cycling (∼0.08 × 105 Pa). The
ode material (coating additives as radical scavengers). The purpose of
dead space in the pressure cell is 4.448 cm3. The pressure and temthis study is to address the second part, which are fluctuations in the
perature values can be recorded simultaneously at ten measurements
amount of lithium ions during cycling to improve the reversibility of
every second but it was found sufficient to record once every 10 secthe high-voltage lithium-rich lamellar oxides.
onds for this experiment. The raw value of the measured pressure was
2. Experimental section
2.1. Electrodes, electrolyte and cell preparation
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xLi2MnO3.(1-x)LiMO2 → xLi2MnO3.(1-x)MO2 + (1-x)Li+ + (1-x)e−
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The graphite and the HE-NMC electrodes were received from
SAFT company. The HE-NMC has the composition
Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.17Co0.09O2 (as determined by ICP) which can alternatively be written as 0.5Li2MnO3.0.5LiMn0.34Ni0.43Co0.23O2 following
the xLi2MnO3.(1-x)LiMO2 methodology of nomenclature. The obtained XRD pattern for the pristine material was indexed according
to the
structure as commonly reported for this family of materials with lattice parameters a = 2.8572(2) Å and c = 14.249(3) Å. The
particle size as estimated from TEM images is 200–400 nm [31]. The
as-prepared electrodes were already pre-equilibrated with a graphite
anode capacity of 300 mAh/g corresponding each gram of cathode
material. The reference electrolyte composition consisted of ethylene carbonate: propylene carbonate: dimethyl carbonate (1:1:3 by
weight) containing standard salt concentration of 1 M LiPF6. The electrodes were punched into 1 cm diameter disks and then dried under vacuum at 80 °C for at least 12 h. The dried electrodes were
taken into a glovebox where the PO2 and PH20 were maintained below 10 ppm without exposure to air. The various electrolyte compositions were prepared using aforementioned standard electrolyte.
Measured
quantities
of
LiPF6

corrected based on the temperature variation keeping the initial temperature as the reference.
2.3. Electrochemical testing
All electrochemical measurements were carried out using a VMP
multichannel potentiostatic/galvanostatic system (Biologic Science
Instrument, France). The cells were cycled at C/10, C/5 and 1C rates
for which the value of current was calculated considering 160 mAh/g
as the theoretical capacity. For the variable temperature measurements
the coin cells were placed either inside a temperature controlled chamber. The maintained temperature was within ± 0.5 °C of the set temperature.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Voltage profiles
The cells with different salt concentrations were subjected to the
following cycle routine: one cycle at C/10, one cycle at C/5, and
eleven cycles at 1C followed by one cycle each at C/5 and C/10. For
comparison, the charge and discharge voltage profiles for the initial
and final (cycle 15) cycles at C/10 for the cells with 1 M and 1.75 M
LiPF6 are shown in Fig. 1. The discharge capacity obtained in the first
cycle for both the 1 M and 1.75 M cells is quite similar at 248.6 and
248.1 mAh g−1 respectively. However, the capacities for these were
vastly different for the final cycles at C/10. For the 1.75 M cell it was
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ganese and oxygenated species) disappeared because the reversibility
of the system concerning oxygen redox couple is not compensated by
sufficient amount of lithium (from salt) in the graphite anode.
Fig. 1 The charge and discharge voltage profiles for the 1 M and
1.75 M cells at C/5 are shown in Fig. S2 (a) and (b) and for cells with
all concentrations in Fig. S3 (a) and (b). The discharge capacity for
1 M cell at C/5 (initial) was 230 mAh g−1 while for the 1.75 M cell
232 mAh g−1 was observed. Although the capacity obtained is quite
similar in the initial C/5 cycling (cycle 2) for both cells, it is vastly
different for the final C/5 cycle (14); for the 1 M sample 126 mAh g−1
was obtained while 226 mAh g−1 was obtained for the 1.75 M sample. By observing the differences in the discharge profiles in 1 M and
1.75 M in Fig. S2 (a) and Fig. S2 (b) it can be seen that for C/5 rate,
a major part of the loss of capacity in the former arises also from the
reduction in size of region V and VI in the 1 M sample. The region
VI which is observed in certain reported investigations and not in others has been ascribed to the existence of an electrochemically active
spinel phase [32,33]. Here, systems concerned by the different regions
are assigned to transition metal (Ni, Co, Mn) or oxygen redox couple
which have different electrochemical kinetics. This explains their differentiated involvement, depending on the scan rate. Among the more
sensitive responses to the kinetics those that involves oxygen species.
According to Chen et al. the formation of this surface phase can be enhanced by surface structural modification during high temperature annealing or incorporation of large cations such as Y3+ ions in the crystal
structure. As can be seen by comparing Fig. S2 (a) and (b), the concentration of LiPF6 seems to have an effect on the stability of the reaction in region V and IV.
3.2. Capacity retention
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The obtained discharge capacities are plotted as a function of
the c-rate and cycle number in Fig. 2. It can be clearly observed
that the capacity retention for the 1 M sample is significantly lower
as compared to all the higher concentration samples. The initial capacities at C/10 are quite comparable for the different concentrations and lie in the range of 240–260 mAh g−1. Similarly the initial capacities obtained at C/5 are in the range of 220-230 mAh/
g and at 1C they lie the range of 160–180 mAh g−1. The change
in capacity on moving from C/10 to 1C occurs as a result of the
differences
in
reaction
kinetics
of
the
con

Fig. 1. Comparison of voltage profiles of Gr//HE-NMC full cells with EC:PC:3DMC
electrolyte containing 1 M or 1.75 M LiPF6 (a) before and (b) after 11 cycles at 1C.
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239 mAh g−1 while it was only 135 mAh g−1 for the cells with 1 M
LiPF6. It is clear that there is a marked difference in the capacity retention of the cells with the two different concentrations of LiPF6.
The charge profile consists of 3 distinct regions which have been labelled as I, IIa, IIb and III. The region I corresponds to irreversible
capacity loss due to the SEI formation on graphite during the initial cycle. Regions IIa and IIb correspond to different electrochemical reactions as described earlier. Region III corresponds to the irreversible charge capacity during the first cycle attributed to the restructuring of materials during activation step and observed commonly for these types of cathode materials. Similarly the discharge
profile has been divided into three sections and labelled as IV, V
and VI. These regions correspond to the successive plateau of reduction for transition metals (Ni, Co, Mn). The part noted (VI) is generally attributed to manganese which is responsible of most of the
released oxygen from Li2Mn2O3 susceptible to modify the vicinity
of electronic manganese (eq. 2). By consequence the part noted (VI)
is most affected when oxygen released is not well reversible. It was
noted that this area is wholly absent in the case of the cell cycle
with 1 M LiPF6, which corresponds to half of the loss of capacity,
about 50 mAh g−1 and approximately 20% of the total capacity. In the
case of 1 M LiPF6 based electrolyte, after cycling, the plateau (man

Fig. 2. Discharge capacity of Gr//HE-NMC full cells with EC:PC:3DMC electrolytes
containing 1 M, 1.25 M, 1.5 M, 1.75 M and 2 M LiPF6.
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exhibit a monotonic trend, but rather shows a minima and maxima respectively.
3.3. In-situ pressure measurement
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The recorded temperature and pressure values during the first
charging cycle of a full cell with 1 M LiPF6 electrolyte and graphite//
HE-NMC electrodes is shown in Fig. 4. The daily temperature variation in the lab as interpreted from the results is approximately 4 °C
between night and daytime on a typical day (the shown charge took
about 18 h). The measured pressure values are corrected for the temperature variation regarding the initial temperature of 19.75 °C
(292.75 K) as the reference temperature. For a temperature variation
of 4 °C around room temperature of 25 °C the measured pressure can
vary by about 1.34%. During the first charging cycle the pressure increases from the initial value of 1.0067 × 105 Pa to 1.0847 × 105 Pa
which translates to an increase in pressure of 0.078 × 105 Pa (about
8% increase) and hence it is important to correct for the temperature effect. The pressure rise is observable after 28% of the charge
capacity and continues until the end of charge slowing down a little towards the very end of the half cycle. The region IIa (in Fig. 1
(a)) corresponds to the oxidation of the transition metal ions in the
cathode accompanied by the de-intercalaction of lithium ions in the
material [26–28]. It is clear that the evolution of gas occurs above
4.4 V during the first charge. In this study we have measurement
of the quantity of evolved gas and correlated it to the capacity of
the overall charging reaction. Previously in our group it has been
clearly shown through XPS measurements that the transition metal
oxidation (Ni2+ to Ni4+ and Mn3+ to Mn4+) is responsible for the capacity below 4.4 V during charging [28]. Similar interpretations are
drawn by Ren et al. from in-situ Raman Spectroscopy measurements
on 0.5[LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2]-0.5[Li2MnO3] for the charging profile below
4.45 V [26].
The quantity of gas released can be calculated from the change in
pressure observed by knowing the temperature and free volume of the
pressure cell. The total free volume of the pressure cell (from the manufacturer’s data sheet) is 4.448 cm3 as listed in Table please relace by
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tributing electrochemical reactions. The slower reactions are not able
to participate in the charge-discharge cycle at the higher C-rates.
These differences have been investigated through variable temperature studies discussed later in the text. At the end of 1C cycles it can be
seen that discharge capacity of the 1 M sample was below 100 mAh/g
while for the remaining samples it was in the range of 155-170 mAh/
g. At the end of 1C cycles it can be seen that the discharge capacity
of the 1 M cell at C/5 and C/10 was significantly lower than all the
high concentration cells. It must be mentioned here that the measured
capacity are significantly affected by even small daily fluctuations in
ambient temperature (∼4 °C) inside the laboratory. The time taken to
complete 11 cycles at 1C is almost 24 hours during which the capacity was found to fluctuate by ±15 mAh g−1. Nevertheless, the distinct
capacity fade in the 1 M cells is easily distinguishable. The lithium
ion starvation in the electrolyte is probably responsible for the higher
capacity fade in 1 M cells. Having 20-30% more lithium in the electrolyte eliminates this effect and better capacity retention is obtained
for all cells with 1.25 M LiPF6 and above. These observations merit
further investigation using complimentary characterization techniques
such as in-operando TEM, XPS and synchrotron studies, currently not
available in our lab, to understand the participation of PF6− anions for
example.
The initial discharge capacities obtained for all the different concentration samples at C/10, C/5 and 1C are compared in Fig. 3. With
the intent to discuss reaction kinetics only initial capacities are shown
here; in the later cycles the predominant effect arises from capacity
fade especially for the 1 M samples. It can be seen that the trends
at 1C rate and C/10 are reverse of one another. At C/10 the minimum capacity is obtained for the 1.5 M cells while at 1C the maximum capacity is obtained at this concentration. The measured conductivity for the relevant electrolytes as a function of the concentration of dissolved LiPF6 and temperature is listed in Table 1. It
can be seen that the conductivity decreases as the lithium ion concentration is increased from 1 M to 2 M. It is clear that the measured capacity does not follow this trend and hence cannot be explained by the conductivity alone. Additionally, at C/10 and 1C the
capacity as a function of LiPF6 concentration does not
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Fig. 3. Comparison of initial discharge capacity as a function of the concentration of LiPF6 in the electrolyte at C/10, C/5 and 1C.
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Table 1
Conductivity (σ), viscosity (η), and Walden product (W) for [EC/DMC + LiPF6] electrolyte at various concentrations and temperatures.

1.00
11.47

1.25
11.10

1.50
10.37

2.00
7.69

10
8.41
n.d
nd

20
10.47
3.56
37.27

30
12.62
2.87
36.22

40
15.03
2.34
35.17

OO

x
σ (mS/cm)
EC/DMC + 1 M LiPF6
T (°C)
σ (mS/cm)
η (mPa.s)
W* (σ.η)

ducing complexity and knowing that the predominant gas is indeed
oxygen. The charge capacity from the pressure change was calculated
to be 1.5297 mAh. The solubility of O2 in the used electrolyte has
been obtained from published literature [34]. Considering the quantity
of electrolyte (600 μL) the quantity of dissolved oxygen is estimated
to be about 3 × 10−6 moles which translates to a capacity of 0.3216
mAh. Thus the total charge capacity of the oxygen evolution reaction
is 1.8513 mAh. This is 56.25% of the total charge capacity for the
first charge. Thus it is concluded that approximately 56% of the total
charge capacity is obtained from the evolution of oxygen while the remaining 44% is obtained by the transition metal oxidation. The rate of
increase of pressure has been calculated and is shown in Fig. 5. Using the ideal gas equation the moles of O2 gas generated per unit time
and hence the current corresponding to the oxygen evolution reaction can be calculated. (please refer to supplementary information for
details).
Fig. 5 The pressure rise initiates around 22% charging capacity and
continues to the end. It is clear from Fig. 5 that the rate of evolution of
oxygen is not constant and decreases gradually after attaining a peak
at 40% charge capacity. At the peak of the evolution reaction, the
is 3.3 × 10−6 bar.s−1 while for most of the discharge process it is in the
range of 1 × 10−6 to 2.5 × 10−6 bar.s−1. The average
beyond 22%
charge capacity is 1.98 × 10−6 bar.s−1 which corresponds to 139 μA
of current which is quite comparable to the used charging current of
173 μA.

F

EC/DMC + (x mol L−1 of LiPF6)
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*W: Walden product.

3.4. Effect of Temperature

Fig. 4. Temperature and pressure variation during the first charging cycle at C/10. Temperature corrected pressure variation is shown in green.
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Table 2. By subtracting the final pressure (corrected for temperature)
from the initial, the total increase in pressure is calculated which is
used to estimate the moles of oxygen released in the cell. However the
pressure change does not account for all of the gas released from the
electrode because additional gas may be present in the dissolved form
in the electrolyte. This has been evaluated separately (Table 2).
The volume expansion of the pressure cell due to change in ambient temperature has not been considered as it was estimated to
be negligibly small (volume expansion coefficients are of the order
of 10−6). From in-situ DEMS studies previously reported [23] it is
known that the majority gas evolved during charging is O2 along
with some other gases such as CO2, O2 and CH4 (total contribution less than 10% of O2). In the following calculations we assume
all
of
the
gas
to
be
oxygen,
for
re

In order to study the reaction kinetics of various participating electrochemical reactions, variable temperature measurements were performed on the cells. The cells containing 1.5 M LiPF6 were tested
at (25, 15, 5, and 0) °C performing at least 2 cycles at each temperature at 1C rate. The discharge curves are shown in Fig. 6 (a)
and the differential capacity vs. voltage
for the corresponding cycles are shown in Fig. 6 (b). In the charge step, 3 peaks which are
very sensitive to the temperature can be observed (P1, P2 and P3)
with more than 200 mV of peak potential shift between 15 and 25°
C; additionally, the relative heights of the peaks P1 and P2 are totally reversed; this implies a reverse transition metals contribution
involved here for Ni or Mn or Co. It is likely that this reflects a
difference
in
the
ion
diffusion
or
migration
of

Table 2
Calculated values for number of moles of gas released and corresponding charge capacity values during the first charging half cycle.
Parameter for gas evaluation

Value

Unit

Dead Volume (El-Cell + Sensor)
Initial temperature
Pressure change (during first charge)
Number of moles of gas released
Charge corresponding to gas released (assuming all is O2)
Solubility of oxygen in TC (19.5 °C)
Electrolyte volume in coin cell (150 μL)
Charge corresponding to the dissolved oxygen in electrolyte
Total charge corresponding to evolved gas
Total charging capacity (first charge)
Percentage of charge capacity from O2 evolution reaction

4.448
292.75
0.078.105
1.427.10−5
1.530
5.10−3
600
0.3216
1.8513
3.291
56.25

cm3
K
Pa
moles
mAh
mol L−1
μL
mAh
mAh
mAh
%

Fig. 5. Rate of pressure change
%).

expressed in bar.s−1 as function of charge capacity (in
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Fig. 6. (a) Discharge voltage profile and (b) dQ/dV of Gr//HE-NMC full cell with
EC:PC:3DMC containing 1.5 M LiPF6 at 0, 5, 15 and 25 °C.
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Ni, Co and Mn into the lamellar structure. At 5 °C the three peaks
P1, P2 and P3 are highly suppressed, have almost equal peak height,
which indicates a drastic decrease in the ability to charge under these
conditions. These observations are further accentuated at T = 0 °C. As
a result of the decrease in capacity of peak P2 at lower temperature P1
and P2 become deconvoluted and can be observed distinctly.
For discharge step, at least 3 distinct peaks can be observed in the
discharge profile ( ) and are labelled as P4, P5 and P6 at 3.94 V,
3.42 V and 2.61 V respectively. As interpreted from the galvanostatic
profile, these correspond to the regions IV, V and VI marked in Fig.
1 (b). Enlarged images of the discharge
curves can be seen in the
inset in Fig. 6 (a). It can be seen that the peak P6 is most sensitive
to the temperature variation. As observed in charge, the capacity corresponding to this peak (the area under the curve) reduces to almost
half when lowering the temperature from 25 °C to 15 °C and is not observable at 5 °C and 0 °C. The peak at P6 has been observed in some
publications although the exact assignment to phases and corresponding electrochemical reactions is not clear [32,33,35,36]. In many other
publications such a peak has not been observed [37–41]. The effect of
temperature on P4 and P5 is significantly lesser although they become
much broader and shift to lower potential at low temperatures.
The effect of temperature in the range 25 °C to 40 °C on the discharge capacity was also investigated and is shown in Fig. 7 (a).
Corresponding to the voltage curves for four different temperatures
(25 °C, 30 °C, 35 °C and 40 °C), the
plots are shown in Fig. 7
(b).
It
can
be

Fig. 7. (a) Discharge voltage profile and (b) dQ/dV of Gr//HE-NMC full cell with
EC:PC:3DMC containing 1.5 M LiPF6 at 25, 30, 35 and 40 °C.

seen that the discharge capacity is significantly increased from
171 mAh g−1 to 213 mAh g−1 on increasing the temperature from
25 °C to 40 °C. By observing the
plots it is clear that the maximum contribution to this capacity enhancement is provided by the
peaks P1 and P6 which increases in size significantly and becomes
sharper at higher temperatures. It can also be observed that the peak
voltage of P6 shifts from 2.5 V at 25 °C to 2.75 V at 40 °C (refer to Table 3). This shows that the reaction is kinetically limited
as the effect of temperature elevation is significant. The capacity
corresponding to peak P5 increases to a relatively lesser extent and
is
sharper,
although
the
peak
Table 3
Peak voltage for the three prominent discharge peaks.
T (°C)

0
5
15
25
30
35
40

(V v.s Li+/Li)
P4

P5

P6

3.52
3.74
3.88
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13

3.12
3.27
3.42
3.44
3.46
3.48
3.50

–
–
2.60
2.54
2.63
2.70
2.74
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The LiPF6 salt concentration was shown to have a beneficial effect
on the capacity retention of HE-NMC cathode materials. It has been
shown that increasing the salt concentration above 1.25 M leads to a
much higher capacity retention in full cells cycled at three different
c-rates. Among the compositions of electrolyte tested the cells with
1.5 M LiPF6 concentration have relatively minimum capacity at C/10
charge rate while possessing the maximum capacity at 1C rate. The
in-situ pressure measurements reported for the first time for characterizing HE-NMC materials allowed precise determination of the quantity of gas released during the first charge. This electrochemical evolution of oxygen as measured commences at the beginning of the plateau
region at 4.4 V and continues until the end of the charging. The total charge capacity corresponding to this reaction is about 56.25% of
the total capacity of the HE-NMC cathode during the first charge. The
average current corresponding to the rate of gas evolution was calculated to 139 μA which is quite comparable to the used charging current of 173 μA. Variable temperature measurements conducted in the
range of 0 °C to 40 °C allowed us to study the temperature dependence
of the discharge capacity and the various contributing chemical reactions. The measured discharge capacity varies from 40 mAh g−1 (0 °C)
to 210 mAh g−1 (40 °C). It was found that a reaction occurring at low
potentials (2.61 V) is most sensitive to the temperature variation.
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